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CARLISLE 19 ORANGEBURG 6

Carlisle displayed its real power for the first time this season as it rolled over a
stubborn Orangeburg eleven 19-6 at the Fair Crounds. With a smashing ground attack
the Cadets poured through the Indian line almost at will scoring a touchdown in every
period but the last. The Cadet line, led by McCall and Glascock, smothered the Orange-
burg running attack all evening, but the Indians managed to click with passes late in
the fourth quarter to score in a futile attempt to get back in the game.

CARLISLE 0 BROOKLYN-CAYCE 14

The Golden Cyclone ran into unexpected opposition when they came to grips with a
fighting B-C eleven. From the beginning it was evident that the B-C boys, who caught
the Cadets flatfooted, were out for blood. B-C struck suddenly with a swift aerial attack
that accounted for touchdowns in the second and fourth quarters. Schoepf and O'Neil
led the only Carlisle threat, a 70 yard march to the B-C three which was halted only by
the half.

CARLISLE 20 ORANGEBURG 13

Carlisle ran into a determined and never say die Orangeburg team when they met
for the second time of the season. The Indians struck quickly through the air to score
early in the first quarter. Carlisle bounced back quickly with their vicious running
attack led by Norwood, whom the Indians found no means of stopping, for the touchdowns
by the half to lead 13-7. The Cadets rallied again for a score on a series of downs
with McKenzie making the touchdown. Orangeburg's passes counted again in the final
quarter, but it was too late to do any good.

CARLISLE 19 PORTER 6

Entering the game as underdogs, an inspired Carlisle team pounced up on a big rugged
Porter eleven unleashing a mighty show of power that kept the Charleston boys with
their backs to the wall for the first three quarters. Porter had no off day; they were just
unfortunate in challenging a smoothly running Carlisle machine that was at the height
of its power. With running plays clicking perfectly the Golden Cyclone swept down the
field to score in the first period with O'Neil carrying it over. Twice in the third quarter
the Bamberg cadets scored with the first being called back on a penalty, but McKenzie
followed through with another score. Again, in the third period, the Carlisle boys
poured down the field with an invincible running game that tore the Porter line to bits to
score twice, but again one touchdown was called back on a penalty, Schoepf ended the
Carlisle scoring as he ripped ten yards through the line into the end zone. Porter finally
got its running attack into high gear and scored on a series of line plays in the closing
minutes of the game.


